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Vancouver Office

2020-650 W Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6B 4N7

Tel: 604-683-9621
Fax: 604-683-5084
 




Surrey Office

114, 5455 – 152 Street, Surrey, BC, Canada, V3S 5A5

Tel: 604-579-0777
Fax: 778-547-0505
 




Kelowna Office

804 – 1708 Dolphin Avenue, Kelowna, BC, Canada, V1Y 9S4

Tel: 250-979-7230
Fax: 250-979-7228
 




Vernon Office

203–3306 32nd Ave, Vernon, BC, Canada, V1T 2M6

Tel: 250-549-1999
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Litigation lawyers that get results
Let's talk about how we can help you 

Book a Free Confidential Consultation
View Our Results














SRB Class Action Certification News

If you were a CAF veteran approved or eligible for the VAC Rehabilitation Program you may qualify for SRB.

Learn More

















Recognized as one of the top personal injury law boutiques in Western Canada by Canadian Lawyer Magazine
















Experienced BC Litigation Lawyers





	

		

		
		
	

	


At Murphy Battista LLP, we represent injured people in complex personal injury, medical malpractice, class action, civil sexual assault, and insurance cases. We are a leading personal injury and litigation law firm with offices in Vancouver, Surrey, Kelowna, and Vernon. We serve clients across western Canada. Our success, on behalf of our clients, is based on three key elements:

	A thorough understanding of personal injury and insurance law.
	Over 40 years experience evaluating and proving complex facts involving highly specialized topics in medicine and rehabilitation.
	An emphasis on helping clients achieve the most complete recovery possible across the full range of their financial, physical and emotional needs.

















Proven Trial Lawyers Since 1982

Our success in court benefits all our clients. Our reputation for careful assessment, preparation, and courtroom skill means that insurance companies and opposing lawyers tend to deal fairly with our clients.

*The outcome of every lawsuit, including personal injury claims, depends on the unique facts in that particular case. Therefore, references to past successful outcomes are not guarantees of future results.
 










Burn Injuries Following Explosion

 $4.56 million
 Scott Stanley and Paul Bosco represented a young woman who was the victim of horrible burns following an explosion at a backyard fire pit.



Read the case 


Disabling concussion

Just under $6 million
 Scott Stanley and Kevin Gourlay acted for an ER doctor who suffered long-term disabling symptoms as a result of a concussion. Judgement of just under $6,000,000 for damages, primarily resulting from lost earning capacity.



Read the case 


Mild Traumatic Brain Injury

$5,934,712
 Joe Murphy, K.C. represented a plaintiff who was awarded $6M after a mild traumatic brain injury ended her legal career.



Read the case 

View More Case Results 














We Serve Clients All Over Western Canada

We have offices in Vancouver, Surrey, Kelowna and Vernon and we offer free consultations via Zoom for people located anywhere in British Columbia.

Learn More 
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We Speak Your Language: 
Si parla italiano Nous parlons français Govorimo hrvatski мы говорим по-русски Falamos portugues 我們說普通話 हम हिंदी बोलते हैं 







What Our Clients Say

View More Testimonials 








Terissa

 5 


Brandon Souza took the time to carefully explain the main issues and why they were important.











Krystle Gaudreau

 5 


I cannot praise Irina Kordic and her paralegal Mikki enough for their exceptional care and support throughout my case. They always answered my calls promptly, patiently addressing every question and…











Jody Vance

 5 


These are committed legal professionals who are willing to take on tough cases. They are representing me in my landmark SCoBC online harassment civil suit. (Google it).











J L

 5 


I am immensely grateful for the exceptional service provided by Kevin Gourley, who recently concluded my case. Kevin’s professionalism, intelligence, and ethical approach, along with his genuine compassion for my…











Jelissa Adrian

 5 














Zuriel Gonzalez

 5 


Mike Murphy was exceptional. Out of all the firms that I reached out to, only 2 responded. 1 turned down my case. Meanwhile Mike had personally called me the day…











X-Lo Brown

 5 


I had a great experience and outcome with Raj Dewar’s experience and expertise. My primary goal was to maintain my innocense with ICBC and Raj ensured this was the case…











Maggie Cao

 5 


Paul Bosco is highly respected for his efficiency, communication and deliberate approach to challenging cases. He is proactive and extremely knowledgeable. Paul had my best interest and was able to…











Kyle Bruce

 5 


Kevin Hyde was an absolute lifesaver. Very professional and full of knowledge that helped me with my case. He was able to speak to me in terms I could understand…











I.G.

 5 


Murphy & Battista LLP provided unwavering support during my injury rehabilitation and fought tirelessly for my future following my motor vehicle accidents. Lawyer Irina, alongside paralegals Avis & Claudel, delivered…











Rhi Holowatiuk

 5 


I highly recommend hiring Brandon Souza, he’s knowledgeable, efficient, kind, and honest, and will always keep you updated on the case.











Cindy Zonruiter

 5 


Took very good care of me throughout my court case and got me a very fair settlement.











Stephen Webster

 5 


A big thank you to Stephen Gibson and his team for all the hard work and dedication to working on my file. I was involved in a serious motor vehicle…











Crystal Murthi

 5 


I recently had the pleasure of working with Murphy Battista LLP for my ICBC claim involving multiple car accidents, and I cannot express enough how satisfied I am with their…











Mark Adams

 5 


After talking with Brandon Souza regarding an insurance case I felt much more confident about how to handle the situation. Very friendly and understanding. The most helpful lawyer I’ve spoken…











Mike & Carole Jackson

 5 


Brandon Souza has been a pleasure to deal with. He dealt with our insurance company with expediency and tenacity which resulted in expected results in expected time. Thanks!











Pin Sandhu

 5 


Brandon Souza is a class act. Lawyer with integrity, high ethical standards and complete knowledge in his field. I would recommend hiring Brandon to any business or homeowner looking for…











Yin Xu

 5 


Paul Bosco and his team were simply the best. I am writing to extend my gratitude and appreciation to their help on my case. Paul was very informative, knowledgeable, professional…











Alice D

 5 


Brandon Souza’s professionalism and personal attention to detail helped me with a complex legal matter. I would highly recommend Brandon Souza to get the job done! Thank you











Anny Jin

 5 


Paul and his team at Murphy Battista were extremely diligent, hard-working, and dedicated to our family’s case. Throughout the entirety of the process, they worked tirelessly to provide valuable legal…











Norm Sherry

 5 


Murphy Battista LLP is the best law firm you could have in your corner. Irina provided our family (myself and my mother) the most amazing, caring, and professional representation anyone…











Andrew Blount

 5 


Thank you, Andrew Brine, Jenny Chan, Sandy, Irena, and the rest of the team at Murphy Battista. It has been 7 years since I was injured and MB made it…











Melissa Grassmick

 5 


Murphy Battista was excellent to work with for our medical malpractice claim. We didn’t know what to expect but Alex made it as easy as possible and was wonderful to…











Jolene S

 5 


Truly appreciate the efforts Paul and the team went to for our family. Highly recommend this team!











W Lee

 5 


All I had was a consultation with Brandon Souza and he was incredibly kind, offered great advice, and was honest. From that alone, I could tell he was someone who…











Farzin Sahb

 5 


Brandon Souza Great lawyer great person . I would call him for rest of my life Thank you











Nairena MacLellan

 5 


Irina Kordic, Managing Partner at Murphy Battista LLP, represented my father in a complex personal injury case after he sustained catastrophic injuries in an accident which left him permanently disabled.…











Becca Ploger

 5 


Bill and his team are professional and down to earth . I felt very comfortable and well informed; forever grateful for their excellent work!











Nicole M

 5 


Bill and Cathy are very good at what they do. They both have extensive knowledge, professionalism, and compassion. I never once felt uncomfortable talking with them and they helped me…











Colleen Kornyk

 5 


I would to thank Murphy Battista LLP especially Brandon Souza for his help with this process. I was very sceptical and nervous about what was going to be involved in…











Ian Cadeau

 5 


Kevin Hyde and his team at Murphy Battista were simply the best. I can not be more appreciative of their professionalism, dedication and attention to detail of my case. From…











Albert Kozak

 5 


Tensions were running high for my wife and I when we realized we had a legal dilemma on our hands. Brandon Souza was quick to analyze our situation and relieve…











Nita Fellerman

 5 


From the very beginning Kevin Hyde was extremely helpful and wanted the best outcome for me. He communicated clearly, kept me well informed and explained the critical steps thoroughly. I…











Mark Kondo

 5 


I can only say great things about Kevin Hyde at Murphy Battista. From the moment we met him, he showed genuine care in our situation and most importantly took the…











Chelice Darian

 5 


Paul Bosco and Jenny have both been amazing. They have been so attentive to any concerns/issues and questions I’ve had. Paul has gone above and beyond, not only for me…











Randy Drinkwalter

 5 


I would highly recommend this law firm. Alex and Paul really know their stuff and I would trust them unconditionally. They have experience that puts them above the competition in…











jon s

 5 


Friendly and informative. Brandon Souza provides straight forward and excellent information. I would highly recommend him for anyone needing an attorney for an insurance related matter.











MC

 5 


I highly recommend Brandon Souza. He gave me a free consult over the phone and was honest and candid about whether I had a legal case to pursue. In my…











andy nielson

 5 


Kevin Hyde and his team at Murphy Battista were extremely helpful and professional! As soon as they started working for me, the entire process became easier and I could concentrate…











Michelle Stephen

 5 


I highly recommend Mr. Kevin Hyde from Murphy Battista. He was very professional, easy to talk to, and really takes time to listen. If you would like to work with…











Brian Wise

 5 


Paul Bosco came as a recommendation from a friend who was a previous client of Murphy Battista. I’m happy to report that my experience was as equally awesome as my…











Daya Herr

 5 


Andrew Brine was wonderful, he was very attentive to all my questions and concerns and made sure all my needs were met. The whole team involved was so kind and…











Hao C

 5 


We had a flooding in our building, everything about it is frustrating. In order to untangle the situation a bit better, we sourced help from this firm. Brandon Souza was…











Amy Gillies

 5 


Bill and Cathie are an amazing team. Our experience with Bill handling my sons ICBC accident far exceeded our expectations. He met with us in the hospital while our son…











Shelly Van Rassel

 5 


Bill gets the job done and satisfied with my results !











Jeanette Douglas

 5 


I would personally recommend Kevin P. Hyde from Murphy Battista LLP. Kevin represented me in a MVA case. Kevin was a pleasure to work with, He was very professional and…











Ashika Narayan

 5 


Thanks Brandon for taking my call and giving me your honest opinion. Thank you for being thoughtful and caring.











Anik Tuason

 5 


Thank you Stephen Gibson. We are grateful to Stephen Gibson and his team for representing and supporting us through the horrific ordeal of dealing with a terrible car accident created…











T A

 5 


Brandon Souza is the best! He is very professional and knowledgeable. On top of that, he is very responsible for his communication and answered my inquiries with a respectful manner.…











Lenora Solarium

 5 


Scott Stanley of Murphy Battista and his exceptional legal team, gave me me the best legal direction, and support , I could possibly hope for, so I could focus on…











Michael Kulcheski

 5 


They help me throughout the whole litigation process and made sure I was OK financially after the accident. A huge thanks to the group of great people at Murphy Battista.











Anne Fletcher

 5 


I called Murphy Battista LLP after a very traumatic boating incident that left me shaken and facing mounting expenses. I spoke with lawyer Brandon Souza who was compassionate, knowledgeable and…











Dee M. Barry

 5 


John and his paralegal Summer were recommended to me by a friend after I expressed my frustration at ICBC’s unreasonable and unfair stance following a no fault collision on the…











ashley grimm

 5 


When I first met John Cameron, I instantly felt comfortable. He took the time to understand my case and I felt confident in his abilities. From start to finish I…











Chris Rogers

 5 


Mike Murphy assisted me through the legalities of a very challenging injury which occurred in a MVA back in 2016. I am very grateful for the directions and suggestions from…











Mer MacIntosh

 5 


Scott Stanley, of Murphy Battista in Vancouver, is an excellent lawyer! Not only did he and his amazing team work diligently on my ICBC case, they were empathetic, kind and…











Vicki Bal

 5 


My son and I worked with Kevin Gourlay and his team. We highly recommend this uniquely qualified team that really gets things right where it counts. Here are a few…











Fiona Pinnell

 5 


When the original lawyer (Thorsten Wessler) I had hired retired before my claim was settled, he worked to find me a replacement firm, and he chose Murphy Battista. The entire…











Juliet Henderson

 5 


Brandon was the opposite of the stereotype many people have about personal injury lawyers. He was warm and genuine, reflecting honesty, integrity, and fairness throughout a complex process (navigating changes…











Matthew Chan

 5 


I recently had a consultation with Brandon Souza. I am very impressed that Brandon took the time to return my call promptly (this has not been the case with other…











Peter Taylor

 5 


Great impression. I spoke with Brandon, he was concise, informative and really knew his stuff. I appreciated the guidance.











DMR Tech

 5 


It was a great pleasure to get your advise and expertises for my case Brandon. There is nothing better than having a great lawyer who has compassion and understanding when…











Gerry Parker

 5 


I was really impressed with my Legal Team! From the very beginning, they were all straight up with me with everything that was relevant in the Case and how they…











Kim Roberts

 5 


Kevin Hyde represented me in a personal injury claim and obtained a great result. He’s fast, practical, personable and an effective negotiator. I’m not an easy client as I recently…











Cheryl Bucar

 5 


We do not have a lot of experience with lawyers however being referred to Brandon turned out to be an informative and positive experience. Brandon has great skills at putting…











Ritchie Brennick

 5 


Unfortunately in January 2018 I found myself in a difficult position that required legal representation. Having my brother do a lot of inquiries we came across Murphy Battista and met…











Billy Sirsiris

 5 


Brandon Souza is a top notch lawyer! Thank you for everything you have done. I can confidently say he is one of the best. I would definitely recommend him!











Erica Austman

 5 


Kevin and his team, Christina and Virginia were incredibly supportive, kind and direct with me as I battled with ICBC for the fight of my life. I never felt as…











France Herbert

 5 


My experience with Brandon was exceptional! He’s very knowledgeable and experienced and clearly very dedicated to serving his clients. Anytime I had a question, he was extremely quick to respond…











Kevin Harter

 5 


I first met Scott Stanley from Murphy Battista on a weekend. He came out on his day off to meet with us to learn about our son’s accident and his…











Jordanna Holmes

 5 


Brandon Souza was excellent to deal with. He was engaging and empathetic towards the issues I faced in healing after my car accident. He gave me guidance and knowledge of…











Scott Bruce

 5 


Kevin Hyde represented my file. He explained the process clearly to me and was available to answer my questions. Mr. Hyde took the time to ask questions to fully understand…











Danni Huang

 5 


Great experience talking with Mr. Brandon Souza. He is really patient and helpful.











Asa Lau

 5 


Brandon Souza was very helpful and responsive during the time I needed clarification about my case. He gave me a phonecall every 3 months to check up on me and…











Patricia Harry

 5 


I first met Kevin Hyde at the Surrey office. He was courteous and empathetic. He listened, explained the process and then provided options.Throughout the process, he provided timely updates and…











David Hall

 5 


Your in the best hands with Paul Basco and his legal secretary Melissa Virgil !! I recommend them very highly ! Paul is a very intelligent, lawyer with compassion and…











Paven Pahal

 5 


Paul Bosco had represented me for my ICBC injury claim and did a excellent job with my case. Great, professional team that was there for any concerns that I had.…











Anna Klimek

 5 


Brandon Souza, how lucky I was to have you as my lawyer! Thoughtful, quick, eloquent and kind-hearted are only a few words that describe how I perceived you and your…











Will Glass

 5 


Brandon Souza. I can only say positive things about him as a Lawyer. Intelligent, well articulated, quick to respond, and is immediately is able to recognize needs and propose options.…











Le Chin

 5 


I was looking for a lawyer due to my car accident when I was highly referred by my RMT (that I’ve been going to for years) to Mike Murphy &…











Rob P

 5 


Mike is a great lawyer who won’t hesitate to help his clients to the best of his abilities. He was always on the ball, honest, and professional dealing with my…











Camila Louzada

 5 


Brandon Souza was extremely friendly, empathetic and informative. Understanding what your options are when you go through a traumatic experience can be daunting and he was very helpful and clear…











Brian Scherb

 5 


Brandon Souza provided a great legal service; would highly recommend to friends and family.











Kyla DiMaggio

 5 


I can’t recommend Stephen Gibson and Murphy Battista enough. Mr. Gibson was kind and compassionate and fought for me every step of the way. His empathy, attention to detail and transparency…











Sam’s Junk Removal

 5 


BRANDON SOUZA is one of the most professional Vancouver Personal Injury Lawyer you will meet. I recommend his services 100% You will not be disappointed.











Kelly Rowe

 5 


Bill and Cathy listened to our accident situation. It was a little unusual in that the other party was from out of province. They looked after everything for us. Seemed…











Sep G.

 5 


I had a great experience working with the team at Murphy Battista. Bill was very transparent and his excellent team walked me through everything that was happening and were always…











Felix Roesner

 5 


Brandon Souza has been very helpful in answering questions which would require hours of laymen research. He has saved us time and worry and his effort has been beyond the…











Alexandra Zarycka

 5 


Murphy Battista is an excellent law firm. I had the privilege of having Irina Kordic be my lawyer for my case. I am so very grateful for her work and…











Spencer Lupul

 5 


Brandon Souza is a class act. Guidance that was extremely helpful for a personal situation, would absolutely recommend!











Leah Elliston

 5 


Brandon offered an expedient response to my query. His advise was honest and to the point which was very beneficial.











Famena Birakowski

 5 


This place is Amazing…what makes it Amazing is John Cameron and his Team!!! They are professional and John is Brilliant. He has helped me with a few different personal injury…











Carol Burnstad

 5 


It is difficult to put into words how much I appreciated all the hard work and expertise that went into making sure my case was successful thanks to Mike Murphy…











Jenny

 5 


Matthew and Stacey! Thank you for your hard work and for providing support during the agonizing process of dealing with ICBC. This team comes highly recommended. Thank you for everything!











Deb Doyle

 5 


I have been working with Matthew Van Nostrand for some time and have found him to be the best lawyer I have ever had the pleasure to work with. He…











Hossein Meimani

 5 


I needed a few questions answered before talking to ICBC by a law professional. Was referred to Brandon by a friend of mine. He was very friendly and helpful in…











Todd Brown

 5 


I contacted Scott Stanley via my friends recommendation for help with my disability claim. Scott was quick to reply and took time to clarify a bunch of my concerns .…











Mitch Penner

 5 


Very happy with the entire experience in dealing with these guys and gals! They were always very helpful, professional and friendly throughout! Highly reccomend!











Magdalena Marzec

 5 


Brandon Souza was super helpful over the phone, and eager to answer all my questions. Very kind and knowledgeable, strongly reflective of this firm as a whole. Highly recommend if…











Carlo Cusanelli

 5 


I highly recommend Brandon Souza. He has been a wealth of information while being professional and understanding. He has been prompt and has offered valuable insight into my situation. If…











Richelle DiTomaso

 5 


My representation with Murphy Battista was exceptional. Brandon Souza’s client care and attentive nature provided me with guidance, security, and ease through an otherwise very difficult and challenging time in…











Val Hafting

 5 


Mike Murphy and his team are highly professional, respectful and courteous. They work diligently to secure the best results for you. I felt very supported and informed throughout the whole…











Varda Zigdon

 5 


Thank you Brandon Souza for taking the time to understand, to guide and to give me the best possible advice. You are an incredible lawyer who came highly recommended by…











Sue Carson

 5 


Professional, caring dedicated , hard working lawyers . Thank you Paul Bosco and Kevin Gourlay for representing my daughter in her ICBC trial. I was thoroughly impressed with you both…











Terry Rutherford

 5 


More than happy with the excellent service, particular by Molly Li, always readily available and pleasantly helped resolve a difficult problem.











Jackie Voth

 5 


I am more than happy with the work that Mathew Van Nostrand did for me. He’s a great lawyer, he explained how things would work & kept me informed. Thank…











Lydda Holt

 5 


I was referred to Murphy Battista, and had the pleasure of speaking with Scott Stanley. I have a current case with another law-firm and wanted a second opinion. Scott went…











Richa Chuttani

 5 


Great, personable team. I highly recommend Brandon G. Souza. Brandon went out of his way to help me- with what initially seemed to be a simple notarization request, but turned…











P K

 5 


Kevin Gourlay and his team were thoughtful, timely, and efficient. The experience and client care was excellent. I had met with other firms initially, and am really happy I instead…











J P

 5 


I’ve had the pleasure of working with Kevin Hyde and am impressed with his professionalism and promptness with respect to my ICBC case. I interviewed several lawyers before signing on…











Grace Sun

 5 


I am very lucky to have Kevin Hyde as my lawyer. I got compensated more than I had expected thanks to Kevin’s due diligences and hard work. Thank you so…











Mackenzie Usak

 5 


Had an amazing experience with Murphy Battista. Kevin was my lawyer, who I HIGHLY recommend. Went above and beyond to make sure everything was settled fairly and took his time…











Graham

 5 


Scott Stanley was my legal counsel for my motor vehicle accident claim. The injuries I sustained in the accident were life changing. Prior to retaining Scott, I was represented by…











Claudia

 5 


Andrew Brine came recommended to me at a time when I was feeling somewhat vulnerable after an accident. From our first meeting, I felt understood and knew that I was…











Raymond Norfolk

 5 


Bill and his team are awesome, the paralegals Cathy and Daniel are top notch! quick, and on the ball,very informative and easy to talk to.I highly recommend Bill and his…











Biljana Lukic

 5 


My husband had Murphy Battista Law Group represent him for his Icbc case. Throughout the whole process they guided and assisted us with anything we needed. I would recommend them…











Katelynn Fetterly

 5 


I highly recommend Scott Stanley at Murphy and Battista LLP. My experience of working with this highly effective team was exceptional. Scott and Brandon took care of my case in…











James Rowe

 5 


In 2013, I asked Scott Stanley to represent me after an accident with a vehicle while riding my bicycle. Scott and his team immediately secured me an occupational therapist which…











Surena Athwal

 5 


Without hesitation I would recommend Kevin Gourlay to anyone in need of legal representation. Him and his team were extremely accommodating, respectful, and a pleasure to interact with. He definitely…











wakeMC

 5 


I retained Scott Stanley to represent me in a personal injury case. I was very pleased with the service and performance from Scott and his team. When they became involved,…











Duncan

 5 


Brandon Souza, his consultant Jeff Slater, and his assistant Terrin Goodchild did a wonderful job of making sure we were treated fairly during our insurance claim. They were professional, honest,…











Terry Giesbrecht

 5 


Couldn’t be happier with the care and treatment I received from Scott Stanley and the Murphy Battista team. Despite the horrible circumstances of my accident, the team\firm was patient and…











B M

 5 


I had such a great experience working with Tara Chandler! I was fortunate to have her on my side during my claim with ICBC. Initially I had little knowledge of…











Tammy Miller

 5 


I cannot say enough about how Keri Grenier and helped me through the long and arduous path to a settlement with ICBC. She was knowledgeable, caring, truthful, understanding and was…











Kristie Mendoza

 5 


Stephen Gibson was professional, personable, and knowledgeable. He comes highly recommended!











Caitlin Yan

 5 


After a car accident, a close family friend referred me to work with Murphy Battista on my claim – specifically, with Stephen Gibson. This turned out to be an excellent…











Houston F

 5 


Scott Stanley was my legal counsel for my three motor vehicle accident claims. The injuries I sustained in the three accidents were life changing. Prior to retaining Scott, I was…











Dawn Longshaw

 5 


Scott Stanley took my case. He and the MB team were extremely helpful and supportive. He listened, he was responsive and acted in an upfront and professional manner – and…











Glenn Bennett

 5 


I feel very fortunate that I was able to have Mr. Kevin P Hyde represent me in negotiating a fare settlement with ICBC after I was injured in an automobile…











Fiona Yang

 5 


Mike Murphy was my lawyer for my motor vehicle claim. I met with a few other lawyers when my accident happened and a friend recommended Mike to me. I decided…











Heinz Franzke

 5 


If you are seeking legal representation due to a significant MVA, I would highly recommend the firm of Murphy Battista LLP (Vancouver). Scott Stanley accepted my case after I experienced…











Mike McLennan

 5 


While cycling I was struck by a car and seriously injured. My injuries negatively influenced every aspect of my life. The first law firm that represented me failed to take…











Tyler Hatch

 5 


The lawyers and staff at Murphy Battista are incredible. As a former lawyer myself, I had a lot of personal connections in the lower mainland that I could have gone…











Karen Yang

 5 


Irina Kordic & Team = excellent











Thomas Cemm

 5 


If you’re looking for an ICBC lawyer this is the place to go very well respected and has a great record when representing clients against ICBC











Thomas Jefford

 5 


Scott literally showed up at my house on his bicycle after i had just been run over by bus while riding my own bike. His sincere concern for my health…











J W

 5 


Couldn’t be happier with my case with Murphy Battista. Paul took on my MVA case. It was fairly settled. He was always professional, timely and open in his communication. You’re…











Eric Batista

 5 


I’ve been working with Irina Kordic and her team (Avis Shiu & Samir Ibrahim) with regards to an Incident I was involved with and she has been great and supportive…











Erik Paulsen

 5 


Mr. Bill Dick and his team at Murphy Battista LLP did a fantastic job on solving a complicated matter that resulted in a resolution that exceed all expectations. I can’t…











Jonathan Poole

 5 


Murphy Battista LLP provided the highest-level professionals time and time again. I was able focus on what I needed to while Scott and his associates took care of my legal…











Diane Resetar

 5 


My mom had the good fortune to have Irina Kordic at Murphy Battista Law Firm, represent her in a personal injury claim. I had spoken to a few lawyers at…











Amanda Zimmer

 5 


Words cannot capture the feeling of knowing you’re in excellent hands when you feel exceptionally vulnerable. After my car accident, I was fortunate enough to have Stephen Gibson and his…











M Fay Patkau

 5 


Scott Stanley from the firm Murphy Battista was highly recommended to be legal council for a motor vehicle accident that I had been involved in. I found him to be…











Sheryl Stewart

 5 


I just settled my ICBC personal injury claim with Kevin Hyde and am very happy with my settlement and the attentive manner in which Kevin and the staff at Murphy…











Jane Huang

 5 


After having a terrible car accident in 2014, my life suddenly changed dramatically and it would never be the same for me anymore, and I got really depressed. Luckily I…











Dominique Ritchie

 5 


Bill Dick was my lawyer at Murphy Battista LLP for over 5 years during a very complicated and messy personal injury case. I can’t speak highly enough of his professionalism…











Eunyoung Park

 5 


I was represented by Irina recently for an automobile accident injury. Honestly, I can’t say enough about how amazing and professional the staff are at Murphy Bautista! I would not…











Sophia Yoon

 5 


I switched from another law firm to Murphy Battista to work with Stephen Gibson on my case. Throughout the many difficult years of receiving treatment and going in and out…











Nathalie Brunette

 5 


I want to say thank you to Kevin Hide, Steven Gibson, Scott Stanley and crews for helping me with my ICBC case. I would recommend this law firm to everyone…











Steven Crain

 5 


Conversations with Scott Stanley over the phone were very informative and to the point. Scott provided me with valuable advise related to my personal injury claim. I found Scott to…











tom terrific

 5 


Shopping for a lawyer? Please give my review a glance before you commit…5 years ago I was involved in a MVA resulting in a fairly serious single injury.During the next…











J D

 5 


Scott Stanley is an extraordinarily gifted, strategic and focused person and lawyer. His sage guidance, commitment to service and his expertise are profound. Very grateful for his service.











Jim Tancek

 5 


My daughter & myself spoke to Keri Grenier for about an hour @ this firm (@ no cost to us)regarding a sensitive issue She was very professional, understanding & knowledgable…











Jed Carter

 5 


Murphy Battista LLP was a very professional firm to deal with. Matthew Van Nostrand went way above and beyond any expectations. I would describe him as always prompt, professional and…











2810vicki

 5 


Matthew Van Nostrand – on a private insurance matter – went above and beyond the call of duty. Very pleased. Ethical and above board.











Patricia Lutz

 5 


I can’t say enough about how amazing Matthew was helping us in our case against cooperators insurance. He helped us through the whole process and helped alleviate a huge amount…











Emery Brown

 5 


I am a blue collar guy from northern BC. The people at this firm were always polite and courteous to me and explained each step of my injury suit against…











Jeff Zwinge

 5 


My attorney Kevin was wonderful. I cannot say enough great things about this law firm. When ICBC decided to no longer cover my physio and massage therapy, even though I…











Gaylene Leask

 5 


I am very thankful for the referral I received for Scott Stanley at Murphy Battista. I could not be more pleased with the outstanding – professional service- Scott Stanley and…











Leanne Robertson

 5 


Exceptional service, professional attitude and extremely polite, caring and understanding. Went beyond what was required. I would definitely recommend Bill Dick as the ultimate solution for any legal services. The…











Doreen Sudbury

 5 


Bill and Cathy of Murphy Battista are two of the most intelligent, pleasant and compassionate persons we’ve ever know. We felt totally welcome and were put at ease by them…











Sue Hanh

 5 


How can I describe Scott Stanley and his team? Excellent communication, well spoken, punctual, well organized, thorough, detail oriented, client-oriented, protecting client well-being, in-depth knowledge of personal injury laws/case laws,…











Alison Bridger

 5 


I would recommend MB in a heartbeat. Their treatment of my daughter, who suffered a severe traumatic brain injury, was compassionate and professional. At every point along this harrowing road…











Tanvir Uppal

 5 


Scott Stanley and his team were great to work with. My life changed drastically post injury but they allowed me to focus on my recovery and life while looking after…











Mohamed Heebaan

 5 


If you are searching a law firm to represent you, Please read my story, it may help you make an informed decision. A little over a year and half ago,…











Raymond A

 5 


Kevin Gourlay is an amazing lawyer and a genuinely caring person. Kevin is a subject matter expert who knows the law, which is evident based on the respect he gets…











Kay S

 5 


When I first met Andrew Brine, I knew I was in good hands. He gave me the ability to focus on healing and also a sense of hope, while he…











Leanne Perry

 5 


I’m forever thankful to Scott, Mike, Laurie and crew for helping me with my ICBC case. They made a long, drawn out and scary process as smooth and stable as…











Shea Thomson

 5 


Working with Matthew Van Nostrand of Murphy Battista made things easy and seamless and was a pleasure to deal with. He knew how to handle the situation with ease and…











Nanci Dodman

 5 


Top professional approach by Matthew Van Nostrand and the firm. They are very results oriented and a pleasure to work with. I highly recommend them!!











Liza Needham

 5 


Had a very complicated case and am 100% satisfied with the results. Bill was not only professional but was patient explaining things I didn’t understand…over and over and over. I…











sarah Fennell

 5 


I’ve worked with Bill Dyck at Murphy Battista, he is very professional, personable, and results foccused. I’d recommend using their services.











Ron McNerney

 5 


Working with Matthew was a pleasure and a very good experience. He was very methodical in his approach and showed great empathy with my difficult and delicate case. After much…











Help2Heal Holistic Health

 5 


I can’t thank Bill and his team enough for fighting for my sons rights.











Allison Main

 5 


Leyna and her team did a great job helping me with my car accident claim! Highly recommend.











Brad Marsh

 5 


Scott at Murphy Battista, got my life back. I highly recommend the firm Murphy Battista for their dedication and professionalism dealing with my case. I was always notified and brought…











Dorata Matys

 5 


After researching several law firms we decided to go with Murphy Battista LLP. The decision could not have been better. Scott Stanley represented the claim for our daughter with great…











Jason Day

 5 


John, Summer and their staff were amazing to work with. John was my lawyer for an accident I was in and they made sure all my bases were covered before,…











Bettyanne Brownlee

 5 


After an accident I was fortunate to have J. Scott Stanley represent me in a civil claim. In every respect it was a successful experience. Since then, I have referred…











Cecilia Mebs

 5 


We were most blessed to have Scott Stanley and his team at Murphy Battista represent us in a personal injury case. Amazing individuals, who truly look after you in all…











Richard Hazell

 5 


Scott Stanley and his fantastic team helped us get a settlement we had very little hope of ever seeing. I highly recommend this team with their high integrity, knowledge and…











ike penner

 5 


Scott Stanley helped me when i needed direction dealing with my claim. Thank you Scott











Becky Kumar

 5 


I am very thankful I was referred to Kevin Gourlay at Murphy Battista for my long term disability case. Kevin is the rare combination of compassionate, brilliant and tough exactly…











Cherie Duggan

 5 


John Cameron and his team are outstanding. As I client dealing with ICBC, I can tell you that John is extremely skilled in dealing with a large corporation. When ICBC…











Suzanne Stenger

 5 


Scott Stanley represented me in a lawsuit after a devastating house fire. Not only is Scott an excellent lawyer and a fierce negotiator but he is an ethical advocate you…











Catherine Stubbington

 5 


I highly recommend Scott Stanley and the Murphy Battista team. I had a personal injury claim that was being handled by another lawyer. Out of concern, a dear friend referred…











M Moynihan

 5 


I was extremely pleased with the outcome of my ICBC case and felt that Scott Stanley truly had my best interest at heart. Scott and his team supported and guided…











I Dau

 5 


I highly recommend Scott Stanley at Murphy Battista. He helped me through a difficult time in my life. He is a genuine and kind hearted man. I’m happy I was…











Debbie Phillips

 5 


I have nothing but praise and admiration for Stephen Gibson and Joe Murphy at Murphy Battista. Their compassion and knowledge of pediatric head injury was instrumental in helping my son…











Marguerite Ferreira

 5 


Mike Murphy and his team greatly helped me navigate through a challenging time and complicated legal system. I am very satisfied with the results and will continue to recommend this…











Cas Olund

 5 


If it wasn’t for Scott Stanley and the highly professional knowledgeable and caring team at Murphy Battista I wouldn’t be hear today. I can’t begin to describe how helpful they…











B Nyce

 5 


Personal referrals and word of mouth in my opinion have always been the most reliable sources. I also must add the refreshing atmosphere and complete down to earth attitude from…











Greg MacDonald

 5 


“My wife and I highly recommend Murphy Battista’s law firm. Scott Stanley and his staff did an excellent job representing my wife’s case. They were very professional, competent, and diligent…











Paul

 5 


Words cannot express how grateful I am for Scott Stanley at Murphy Battista. During a very difficult time after a car accident, Scott always knew what to say to put…











Siamanto Maronian

 5 


Our Family was blessed to be represented by Scott Stanley and Brandon G. Souza. Thank you both for your time and compassion. We commend their high integrity, knowledge, and skill…











T. Severin CBD Advocate

 5 


I cannot say enough about the staff at this location Bill Cathy and Matt were instrumental in my son getting back on his feet …their compassion and hard work throughout…











John Webb

 5 


Bill Dick and his Paralegal Cathy Davies were a life line for us. We knew right from the start that we were in good hands and were dealing with an…











Stirling Grassick

 5 


I was involved in a very serious motor vehicle accident that changed my life significantly. My personal injury case went to trial where I was represented by Kevin Gourlay, Joe…











gord kukec

 5 


Kevin Gourlay is an excellent lawyer and solid individual who listens well, works hard, does his homework and stands his ground. Top marks.











T R

 5 


Joe and Scott took my head injury case when other lawyers either didn’t know how to proceed or didn’t feel confident moving forward with it. They were thorough, organized, detailed,…











Robert Ashforth

 5 


5/5 Excellent! Brian Brooke guided us through a difficult process. With Joe and Scott in the background you can’t go wrong. We were able to get a great settlement without…











Stephanie Parrish

 5 


Working with Scott Stanley and Irina Kordic was the best decision I made after my accident. Throughout the whole process my family and I were so grateful to have them…











N Khatoon

 5 


After my serious accident causing a brain injury, I interviewed a number of legal firms until I met Scott Stanley of Murphy Battista LLP and felt an immediate connection. He…











Sue Blundell

 5 


Excellent work by Leyna and team to resolve the settlement for my car accident. I would thoroughly recommend them for personal injury issues.











T

 5 


Working with the team at Murphy Battista was effortless, specifically Mike and Corinn. From start to finish, they were thorough, thoughtful, communicative and persistent in making sure that the case…











sara ung

 5 


Very impressed with the quality of service I received from Alex and the rest of the staff, as well as the outcome of my case. Would highly recommend Murphy Battista!











Nadia Sherry

 5 


On November 15, 2014 I had a MVA. It was a single car accident on black ice. I sustained serious injuries. At the time, even though I was not at…











una radoja

 5 


My family has had first hand experience with Irina Kordic at Murphy Battista over the last several years in relation to MVAs. Irina is solution-oriented, empathetic, and extremely knowledgeable personal…











Cindy Ferrie

 5 


I had the pleasure of being advised by Alex Seyn-Wittgenstein on a personal injury case. Alex was extremely professional and acted with the highest integrity and best interests of my…











Jackie Cool-Inkpen

 5 


Scott and his team worked hard on our son’s behalf after a traumatic accident. We really appreciated that they did not only care about the business aspect, but also genuinely…











Athena Stathis

 5 


Look no further! Had an amazing experience working with Murphy Battista LLP. Irina Kordic was the representative for my three year ICBC case. She was professional, courteous and very knowledgeable.…











Caitlyn Therrien

 5 


I have only great things to say about my experience with Murphy and Battista LLP. My mom had Joe Murphy as her personal injury lawyer following an MVA more than…











Jacqueline Brown

 5 


Tara Chandler represented me in a lawsuit after a devastating hit and run car accident. After months of suffering and doctor’s visits I am very appreciative that Tara and her…











Paul Engels

 5 


Scott provided excellent service for my case. He held my best interests in mind throughout my journey recovering from a head injury. The case lasted for several years and we…











Ken MacDonald

 5 


My Name is Ken MacDonald. In 2014 I suffered a medical set back and felt that I wasn’t properly looked after. I consulted with Mr. Steve Gibson who took my…











Cameron Robitaille

 5 


Joe Murphy and Scott Stanley are not only great Lawyers they are truly great people. Over the course of my almost 5 year lawsuit I got to know them fairly…











Sam Chapman

 5 


I had a very good experience with this firm. Brian Brooke represented me in my case and we were able to develop a professional friendship. This helped me immensely through…











Kellie Wilson

 5 


I would highly recommend this law firm. Scott Stanley really goes the extra mile in having the best representation for your case. I would give more stars if I could!











A. E.

 5 


Scott Stanley is a great lawyer and I am forever grateful for getting the opportunity to meet him and have my file transferred to him! Throughout my case, Scott and…











Gail Hazell

 5 


My husband and I were fortunate enough to receive services and representation from Murphy Battista. First off, you need to know that Scott Stanley is firmly planted to this earth,…











Sarah Draht

 5 


John and Summer were absolutely phenomenal to work with. They truly care about their clients and go the extra mile in everything they do. For me, a case that would…











Josh Anderson

 5 


Scott Stanley and his team treated me more than just a client. They were always willing to go above and beyond and answer any questions I had about anything. Everyone…











Edward Guest

 5 


I was recommended Murphy Baptista by a family friend and met with Joe Murphy and Kevin Gourlay for a consultation. From the start I was taken seriously and I felt…











Emily & Nghe Ly

 5 


I am so thankful that I had Steve to help me with my case. Him and his staff were so easy to deal with. I am so happy I chose…











Ivona Lukic

 5 


I’ve had unfortunate slip and fall almost 6 years ago and have been dealing with Irina Kordic & Avis Shiu. From day one they have been amazing support, guidance and…











Jamie Carson

 5 


Simplicity- that’s the key word when working with Steve Gibson and his team at Murphy Batista. Steve truly cares about you and your needs. He makes the process simple and…











Maralee Dawn

 5 


Andrew Brine and Alex-Wittgenstein you are a team founded on excellence and integrity. I am deeply grateful for your tirelessly work and patience in answering all my questions. Thank you…











Leslie Brown

 5 


J. Scott Stanley and his team of completely dedicated, experienced and highly personable professionals were given my accident file from another law firm. Lucky me! My life changed in an…











Roger Sangra

 5 


When my father suffered life threatening injuries which were some of the most severe and traumatic types of injuries a human being could suffer, I called upon Murphy Battista to…











Beatrice W

 5 


Couldn’t be happier with my case with Murphy Battista. Paul took on my MVA case. It was fairly settled. He was always professional, timely and open in his communication. You’re…











Joey Placek

 5 


I hired Brian Brooke and he kicked-ass, defeated the bad people, and won me the Kentucky Derby. I am grateful for all his hard work, all his team’s dedication, and…











Alla Lala

 5 


I can not even begin to express my gratitude towards the hard and dedicated work of Scott Stanley, Paul Bosco and their team. My case was one of the harder…











Tamilyn Severin

 5 


I cannot say enough about the staff at this location Bill Cathy and Matt were instrumental in my son getting back on his feet …their compassion and hard work throughout…











Stella Au-Young

 5 


Honest, helpful to the public have great knowledge, experiences, bilingual Chinese/English in the dynamic firm developed over many years. Any personal injuries, legal issues, highly recommended law firms.
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Murphy Battista News and Commentary




In the News

January 31, 2024

Delays in civil sexual assault trials create further access to justice barriers.

Janelle O’Connor is quoted in an article that addresses the many ways our justice system is failing survivors of sexual violence. Read the full story: She sought justice for sexual assault. B.C.’s judge shortage became her battle.

Continue Reading


View More News Posts 






In the News

January 26, 2024

Medical malpractice lawsuit against Interior Health and physicians at Vernon Jubilee Hospital

Keri Grenier is acting for the family of a Vernon man who died after being admitted to Vernon Jubilee Hospital for treatment of a fentanyl overdose. The civil claim alleges that negligence of hospital staff contributed to Michael Peace’s death. Read the full story: Son died after he was left unattended…

Continue Reading


View More News Posts 






Latest Blog Post

November 10, 2023

Remembrance Day 2023: Lest We Forget

 On Remembrance Day, we recognize the sacrifices that Members and Veterans of the Canadian Armed Forces have made for Canada. These people voluntarily risk their lives in the name of freedom. Their service is not without risks that include debilitating injuries and death. As we pause to reflect and pay…

Continue Reading
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Serving All of BC: Vancouver, Surrey, Kelowna, and Vernon Offices

 Meet with us at one of our offices, at home, in hospital, or anywhere else that is convenient for you.







 


 


 


 


 


Vancouver
Surrey
Kelowna
Vernon






Vancouver Office

2020-650 W Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6B 4N7

Tel: 604-683-9621Fax: 604-683-5084
 Office Details 



Surrey Office

114, 5455 – 152 Street, Surrey, BC, Canada, V3S 5A5

Tel: 604-579-0777Fax: 778-547-0505
 Office Details 



Kelowna Office

804 – 1708 Dolphin Avenue, Kelowna, BC, Canada, V1Y 9S4

Tel: 250-979-7230Fax: 250-979-7228
 Office Details 



Vernon Office

203–3306 32nd Ave, Vernon, BC, Canada, V1T 2M6

Tel: 250-549-1999Fax: 1-866-475-5271
 Office Details 
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Practice Areas

Back, Neck and Spinal Cord Injuries

Brain and Head Injuries

Class Action Lawsuits

Insurance Disputes

Medical Malpractice

Motor Vehicle Accidents – ICBC Injury Claims

Sexual Assault or Abuse

Other Claims








Join Us: 
 


The litigation lawyers at Murphy Battista LLP advise and act for the victims of accidents and plaintiffs in other matters throughout British Columbia and Western Canada, including the Lower Mainland and the Greater Vancouver (West Vancouver, North Vancouver, Burnaby, New Westminster, Richmond, Delta, Surrey, Langley, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, White Rock, Aldergrove, Abbotsford, Chilliwack), the Okanagan (Kelowna, Vernon, Kamloops and surrounding areas), Fort McMurray, Fort St. John, Revelstoke, Prince Rupert, towns along the BC Sunshine Coast, as well as Calgary and Edmonton, Alberta.
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